
June 3,2022

Embassy of Republic of Turkey

Re: The increase of the pesticides residue on sesame imported to Japan

Dear Sirs,

We are writing this letter to advise you our serious concern on the risk of pesticides residue

for sesame imported to Japan. Japan is the second largest importer of sesame in the world,

and have a strong trade relationship with Turkey through sesame as well as other products.

That being said, due to drastic increase in the number of detection of pesticides residue

exceeding Japanese regulation from Turkish sesame, we, Sesame lmporters Committee of

the Japan Oil & Fat lmporters & Exporters Association (JOFIEA), are strongly concerned

about the future of the sesame trade with Turkey, as well as other sesame exporting countries.

We would highly appreciate if you could treat this problem seriously and discuss the

corrective actions with Turkish sesame exporters.

ln order to protect consumers, pesticide residues in foods are strictly controlled in Japan

under positive list system, and sesame is not an exception.

More specifically, sesame firstly must go through (l)Pesticide Residue /Aflatoxin lnspection

by the Japanese Government, when requested by Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and

Welfare (MHLW). Additionally, (ll)Voluntary lnspections by processors / trading houses are

always carried out before custom clearance and delivery to the processors.

l. Pesticides Residue/Aflatoxin Inspeaion by the Japanese Government

Based on the lmported Foods Monitoring and Guidance Plan, the MHLW orders importers to

carry out one of the following inspections of imported foods. Pesticides residue and Aflatoxin

are subject to those inspections.

(i) lnspection Order:

lnspection Order is an order that requires importers to have imported items (including

sesame) with a high risk of violating the Food Sanitation Act (Act) inspected, each time of the

import. ltems can be subject to inspection order once the violation with the Act incurs, and

will get excluded if they do not violate the Act for a certain period (most cases more than one

year). The regulation differs by the origin country of the item, and sesame from Tanzania and

Paraguay are subject to inspection order as of March 14,2022.

Please refer to the following to see the detail.

httos:/Antww.mhlw.go.ip/englishftopics/importedfoods/21lappendixl.html



(ii) tvlonitoring lnspections:

It/lonitoring lnspections are implemented at random, not every time, for the purposes of

monitoring safety conditions of various foods. Sesame of all origins are sub,lect to monitoring

inspections. ln the case of any violation, necessary measures will be introduced such as

enhanced inspections on importation (such as lnspection Order).

ll. Voluntary Pesticides Residue / Aflatoxin Inspection by user/importer

ln addition to the inspection by the government, Voluntary lnspections of Pesticides Residue

/ Aflatoxin are implemented by processors (manufacturers of sesame products) and

importers (trading houses). ln Japan it is quite common that the pesticide residues of any

processed foods are randomly inspected by local health care centers and retailors.

Since various kinds of pesticide residues that exceed Maximum Residue Limit (tdRL) have

been detected in the result of the random inspections on sesame products such as sesarne

oils, processors and importers of sesame have no choice but to conduct Voluntary

lnspections on each shipment of sesame as a preventive action, in order to confirm the safety

of imported sesame.

Unfofiunately, it is confirmed that the excess of MRL from the sesame imported to Japan has

been drastically increased. Based on the examination conducted by the JOFIEA for the

sesarne impofted to Japan ftom 2019 b 2A21, the excess of l\f,Rl in 2A21 was 1.9 times as

much as in 2019. For reference, following is the latest tttlRl of pesticides on sesame :

https: 1/d b.ffcr. or.jplfronUfood qrouo deta il?id= 1 2 1 00

We would like to emphasize that, when excess of MRL is confirmed, the measures such as

disposal and ship-back have to be taken for the sesame. lf this trend continues, it may

damage the reputation of Turkish sesame, and may also reduce the price competitiveness

of Turkish sesame as pesticide risk can be considered as potential cost.

ln order to maintain the strong relationships with customers in Japan, we strongly ask you

and Turkish sesame exporters to treat this problem seriously and to take necessary

measures to improve the situation, such as investigations to determine the root cause of

pesticide residues and enhanced inspections of sesame at Turkey.

Sincerely,

Yamada

ief of Sesame lmporters Committee of JOFIEA
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(ITOCHU Corporation)


